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Abstract

Based on the methods of postgraduate training at home and abroad, this paper analyzes the practical problems in the training of biology graduate students in application-oriented universities in China, such as the lack of hardware and software facilities and the lack of close connection between the training system and the market. Fusion development by building the open cultivation path, advancing with The Times to update the concept, precision lock training target system of thinking, put forward the centralization of the training and precisely because of material teaching, strengthening teacher management, improve DaiTu actual effect and integration of academic resources, strengthening the construction of the platform, pay attention to the problems, propose solutions of biology graduate student training mode innovation, strive for applied undergraduate college biology graduate training quality, formation of operational stronger biology graduate cultivation model.
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INTRODUCTION

According to China's Ministry of Education, according to data from the statistical bulletin online nearly fifteen years of graduate student recruit students scale growth close to 151%, in recent years, graduate student recruit students scale years remain at around 4%, increase scale of postgraduate education has made great progress, the quality of graduate education. However, it showed a trend of decline, the deviated from the era of knowledge economy on talent cultivation target and demand, the reason such as the system and mechanism of the long form deep reason, social environment and the university's own factors. In January 2017 issued by the Ministry of Education, the State Council degree committee of the degree and graduate education development "much starker choices-and graver consequences-in planning" explicitly put forward: "strengthen the training unit quality assurance subject status and main body responsibility, enhance the quality consciousness, establish is consistent with the educational objectives and positioning the unit quality standards, achieve high level of graduate education". As the first responsible unit for postgraduate quality assurance, training units undertake the task of providing high-level intellectual support for the society. High-quality postgraduate training is directly related to social development. How to guarantee the quality of postgraduate education has become an important issue to be studied and solved.

Analysis of research status at home and abroad

Research Abroad

Since the 1960 s, the economic and social development of science and technology and national policy factors comprehensive influence, the nations of the world into scale rapid expansion, this lead to a graduate student in education of postgraduate students groups and their needs diversification. The graduate cultivation model also increases diversified under this background, the postgraduate education quality, improve the efficiency of postgraduate education, became the various countries' important policy issues of common concern to total quality management (TQM) is also in the last century 60s by America's general electric's evan feigenbaum of modern quality management thought, refers to an organization take the
quality as the center, through the adoption of modern production and management technology, on the basis of full participation, affecting the quality of the whole process of a comprehensive system of management and other factors, to let the consumer satisfaction and all members of the organization and social benefit of long term success management approach to its basic connotation can brief statements to keep consumers satisfied with the participation of continuous quality improvement and management[1, 2].

According to the fact that its core characteristics can be summarized as three, namely a comprehensive quality management and participation of the whole process of management management TQM. Since 60 s produce, in Japan and Europe and the United States field of enterprise management has been widely promotion and application, has a good benefit, in the 80 s, the higher education quality assurance present crisis, the European and American countries developed countries represented by the United States and France set out to improve the quality of talent cultivation, the first to apply TQM ideology to the cultivation of talents in the quality control and evaluation into the 1990 s, the British beautyAustralia and other countries gradually shift quality evaluation center of gravity by colleges to students, from the uneven distribution of resources to the resources use efficiency, and students to study the effect of the transfer, trying to build internal education in colleges and universities take the student as the teaching quality guarantee system, strengthening method technology research at the same time, the development of students' learning effect evaluation tools, training process importance as well as the student main body status of the highlights in western countries are introducing TQM thought and practice, effective, only in the United States[3-5]. For example, with characteristics of TQM thought extremely practice of ISO9000Series quality certification system is effectively applied to many universities talents cultivation of overview of foreign graduate students in the quality control and evaluation of the quality guarantee system construction development, pay more attention to the subject status of graduate students in the training process, the quality of graduate students in the process of training experience and feedback into the security system is the European and American postgraduate education common practices in developed countries for more than 20 years, western countries the success of TQM practices show that the proposed is feasible for ensure the quality of talent cultivation in colleges and universities, the basic connotation and core characteristics also conforms to ensure quality of talent cultivation in colleges and universities and the road of connotative development under the guidance of the real need.

Domestic Research Status
China's higher education sector has begun to pay attention to and gradually promote the construction of higher education quality assurance for student participation, but the existing research and practice mainly focus on undergraduate education, while the lack of sufficient attention to student participation in graduate education. From 2005 to 2020, the enrollment scale of graduate students in Universities and colleges in China has been continuously expanding, increasing from 364,800 in 2005 to 916,500 in 2020, with an increase of 151%. The continuous expansion of the scale of graduate students in China is bound to bring about the mismatch between quality and quantity, which has become a hot issue that many domestic scholars have begun to discuss. Hu Rong et al. proposed that the factors affecting the training quality of graduate students can be analyzed from both subjective and objective aspects. Among them, subjective factors mainly refer to the quality of students, while objective factors include teaching resources and training process. Liao Wenwu et al. put forward countermeasures to improve the quality of postgraduate training from the aspects of educational quality guarantee mechanism, enrollment system, tutor team, self-assessment and educational funds. Gao Yang studied various factors that influence the quality of postgraduate education from both internal and external perspectives, and proposed that the internal factors mainly include the quality of students, the guidance of tutors, and the training conditions, while the external factors refer to the influence of the government and society on the quality of postgraduate education. Wang Lili identified the key factors that affect the quality of graduate students from different aspects, such as graduate students, teachers, schools and society, from the micro perspective. Hu Chunping et al. put forward countermeasures to improve the supervision system, the coordinated development of industry, education and research, and the optimization of management mode, which are conducive to the scientific training of graduate students from different aspects of the state, society and school [6-8].

Problems in postgraduate training in application-oriented universities
The hardware and software facilities and conditions of postgraduate training still need to be improved. In national degree and graduate education under the background of rapid development, applied undergraduate colleges and universities in response, carry out and implement the Ministry of Education of the national medium and long-term education reform and development plan outline (2010-2020) put forward "comprehensively improve the quality of higher education" of the spirit and fully implement the Ministry of Education "about comprehensive several opinions on improving the quality of higher education, before the real need of on degree and postgraduate education has been fully development and progress,
through their adjustment, many schools has also formed a multi-disciplinary degree authorization system, and its degree authorization type and diversified cultivation standard gradually appear. With the establishment and development of China Academic Degrees and Graduate Education Academic Degrees Working Committee, many application-oriented universities have also changed their ideas, gradually changing from quantitative growth to quality-oriented development [9-12]. However, with the rapid development of degree and graduate education in application-oriented universities, there are also some perplexities and problems. The main problems are that the source of students is still severe, the subject resources and level are insufficient, the teaching environment is not innovative enough, the soft environment of graduate education is insufficient, and the guarantee mechanism of long-term operation needs to be established and developed.

The cultivation system is not closely connected with the market development. With the increasing number of graduate students, the employment pressure has become increasingly prominent; especially the life science graduate students are facing unprecedented challenges. Despite the deeply for life science research, but, the study of life science in China starts late, the corresponding molecular breeding, biological engineering, medical and health related biological industry is relatively lag, besides some small amount of scientific research institutes, mainly large and medium-sized enterprises jobs given main group significantly weaker, no support by huge life sciences industry system, the graduate student's employment channels is extremely narrow. And postgraduate training mode and teaching mode and the reality demand there is a certain degree of dislocation, part of the graduate student scientific research task LiTi biased or old site, keep pace with reality technology development, practicality is not strong, or graduate teaching exists old book content, single teaching mode, teaching practice less phenomenon. The above problems aggravate the employment difficulties of graduate students majoring in life science and make them feel confused about their ideal and future.

General idea of training biology graduate students in application-oriented universities

Open and integrated development pays attention to the cultivation path. At present, environmental pollution, lack of food, shortage of resources and human health has become major problems threatening social development and will become more prominent with social and economic development. To solve these problems fundamentally, we must rely on the development of life science. Since the 20th century, with the development of mathematics, physics, chemistry and other disciplines, life science has gradually become an important factor affecting social development and an important dependence on improving people's quality of life. Science and technology are the primary productive forces, and the key to scientific development lies in personnel training. Therefore, training high quality graduate students is a long-term plan to do a good job in talent reserve. The biology major in application-oriented universities has the attributes of interdisciplinary and integration, and the cultivation of innovative and entrepreneurial talents across disciplines and disciplines is of special significance. Under the new situation, we should seek truth from facts according to the actual circumstances of the current applied undergraduate college biology graduate student, must respond to the "Double Gen" strategy, formulate feasible training plan, "production, teaching, learning and research", introducing the ideas of total quality management (TQM) university graduate training quality assurance practice, the selection and use of effective strategies for promoting cross disciplines and specialties, effectively improve the quality of applied undergraduate colleges and universities graduate education in biology[13].

Keep pace with The Times innovation training concept

Combining with the characteristics of biological disciplines disciplines, as well as biological kind of emerging industrial market demand, based on the perspective of TQM, biology graduate education for applied undergraduate colleges and universities in the process of quality assurance to make a series of exploration and improvement, effectively improve the applied undergraduate college biology graduate student's overall quality and level, use of regional features, entrepreneurial innovation fusion, in order to adapt to our country for high level in the biological sciences "Double Type” talented person's demand, transformation of better serve the local economic development, provide powerful talent intelligence support for constructing a creative country, has a broad application prospect. Through teaching, management, and personnel training work for a long time in a line of teachers engaged in teaching reform and teaching research, to guide the graduate students innovative undertaking training project, and related innovative talents in different schools, outstanding engineers training mode of cooperative study, the personnel training mode and quality guarantee system at home and abroad understanding, can be accumulated a certain amount of research results, as a graduate student training mode innovation study to lay a good foundation. For example, there are 44 full-time faculty members, including 7 doctoral supervisors, 36 master supervisors and 2 off-campus part-time supervisors.

System analysis of the situation to lock research objectives

Comprehensive analysis of the applied undergraduate colleges and universities graduate biological current insufficiency of training system and
teaching content, combined with local economic transformation development and cross-border integration of new features of the demand response to the development of China's manufacturing 2025 requirements, the use of interdisciplinary, cross major, inter-departmental coordination method, cross-industry depth cooperation, to explore the effective strategy of improve the quality of graduate education in biology, in ensuring that applied undergraduate college graduate majored in biological education benefit, will start for whole biological disciplines "Double Type" talent training quality strategy to provide important reference [14]. At the same time, it can also drive the same major in China to start or build cross-disciplines to improve the quality of graduate education to provide an important reference value; In the perspective of total quality management, adhere to the principle of "Wisdom Made in China", "Double Gen" spirit as the core, to strengthen biology graduate students innovative entrepreneurial skills as the goal, from the students themselves, the three dimensions, the platform construction of the contingent of tutors, proposed conforms to the applied undergraduate colleges and universities graduate education in the biology of high-quality quality assurance strategy, to adapt to the market for high level biology class "double type" talented person demand. The cumulative achievements of the school in the past 5 years are shown in Fig.1.

![Fig.1: The cumulative achievements of the school in the past 5 years](image)

**Exploration and Innovation of training Mode of biology graduate students in application-oriented universities**

Do a good job of training students in different categories and teaching them precisely according to their qualifications.

Based on THE MODE of PCI (Plan + Personality, Collaboration + Communication, Inheritance + Innovation), a higher standard than the school has been set in terms of subject application, article publication and participation in activities of the team. On the basis of the original tutorial system, according to the characteristics of the students according to their aptitude of individualized education and social demand, fully considering the synchronous cultivating students' professional and moral accomplishment, also should be to further improve the incentive mechanism of graduate student education and talent cultivation model, carry out equal dialogue and communication between graduate students and more subjects and the exchange, provides a better academic environment and growth environment, cultivating graduate students self-learning and self-protection of autonomy and independence, fully mobilize the enthusiasm and initiative of graduate students for scientific and technological innovation, encourage and support to participate in high level scientific research projects and high level papers published. Furthermore, PDCA quality loop is introduced to conduct real-time evaluation of the entire training process, which is conducive to the implementation of quality management in every detail of postgraduate training and to ensure the professional level of students.

**Strengthen the management of mentors and improve the effectiveness of apprentices**

We will strictly control the selection of tutors, constantly improve the tutor assessment system, combine rewards and punishment measures, hold tutor meetings regularly, train and scientifically plan the tutor team, employ industry experts as tutors, and form a double tutor team inside and outside the school. Secondly, the mentoring way should be reformed to realize the organizational operation under the mentor team mode, increase the communication among various disciplines, and even carry out interdisciplinary cooperation, so as to provide students with the opportunity to communicate with different tutors and promote the all-round development of graduate students. Thirdly, we should advocate teaching students in accordance with their aptitude. Mentor from the
reality of the students, strengthen the understanding of the differences between each of the students, guide the students' personality development, encouraging its development thinking, continuously introducing the problem oriented teaching method (Problem-based Learning, PBL), Seminar teaching mode, create a "Lesson" environment, more middle school students' active participation in class, encourage teachers to bilingual or the whole English teaching, improve teaching quality and efficiency, establishing grant system, strengthen students' scientific research power (Fig.2 and Fig. 3).
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Integrate the resources of the school and strengthen the platform construction

The management of graduate students by the competent departments of schools and colleges provides guarantee for the improvement of training quality. Management and quality are interdependent and inseparable. First of all, the graduate student academic exchange platform, to promote scientific innovation ability to be able to research, innovation as basic requirement, organization of famous professors and industry experts to carry out frontier theory, engineering and technical lectures, seminar for graduate student academic BBS, and combining with PCI model, expanding foreign exchange as the main line, form a good academic atmosphere, inspire students' consciousness of independent innovation and pioneering spirit. Second, create conditions for the graduate students to carry out scientific research practice, optimizing the allocation of resources, through the national platform and key laboratory, conducting production-teaching-research combination, of mentor intercollegiate exchange to improve their ability, strengthen the construction of the platform, training of users, with convenient modern communication technology between teachers and students and schools, established between timely and smooth communication and feedback mechanism, establishment graduate student self-management and service platform, set up the employment practice base and graduate workstation [15].

Focus on problem orientation and propose solutions

Aiming at the problem of poor innovation of teaching environment, improve teaching quality and efficiency; Aiming at the problem of insufficient subject resources and level, excellent teaching materials, teaching reference materials and auxiliary materials at home and abroad are selected, and the network core course teaching platform is used to share high-level resources to build the core curriculum group of biology. For postgraduate education to the problem of shortage of soft environment, through integrating the resource of schools, and diversified platform construction, set up diversified academic exchange platform of graduate students and combining PCI model, expanding foreign exchange as the main line,
form a good academic atmosphere, fully mobilize the enthusiasm and initiative of graduate students for scientific and technological innovation, constantly improve the quality of graduate education, at the same time create a graduate student self-management and service platform, set up the employment practice base and graduate workstation; In view of the lack of practical teaching experience in the process of graduate student training, this paper proposes countermeasures to improve the quality of graduate student training from the three dimensions of students, tutors and platforms through investigation and research, combining closely with the industrial structure and regional demand, and taking the revision of school training program as an opportunity.

CONCLUSION

The quality of personnel training is the most important lifeline of education and the quality of graduate education is the fundamental guarantee for the sustainable development of education. The most important prerequisite for building a quality assurance system for graduate education that meets the needs of The Times is to carry out all educational activities around the theory of quality, that is to say, to firmly establish the correct quality view of graduate education is the primary prerequisite for the current graduate education work. Application-oriented universities should take a number of measures to promote the cultivation of innovative talents, strengthen the construction of emerging disciplines such as information, biology and nano science in the discipline system construction, carry out interdisciplinary research, and pay attention to the core scientific problems to be solved in industrial upgrading and structural adjustment. Facing the new situation and new changes, through analyzing the research situation of graduate education in colleges and universities, inductive deduce patterns and methods of the graduate student education both at home and abroad, to be effective for implementation method and the effective path to improve the quality of graduate education, put forward in accordence with local university graduate training quality strategy, effectively improve the quality of graduate education in biology, to adapt to the new era of industry transformation and the regional economic development needs.
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